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TODAY'S AGENDA
• Agile MDM (Start with the end in mind)

• Introduce Agile Data Architecture

• Gather (Understanding)

• Evolve (Structure)

• Consume (Implement)
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AGILE DATA ARCHITECTURE
• Context: Joint Agile Development (JAD) approach

• Identify Agile Manifesto application for data

• Demonstrate JAD sprint pre-zero techniques 

• Make Agile Data work in your environment

• Session: Agile Data Architecture in three phases

• Gather

• Evolve

• Consume
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SPRINTS:  AGILE -VS- JAD
• Agile 

• Full time co-location

• 2-3 week sprints

• Parallel work efforts

• Backlog

• JAD 

• Periodic co-location

• 2-3 day biweekly sprints

• Singular work effort

• Backlog
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ELEMENTS OF JOINTAGILEDATA

• No parallel work streams

• Group-developed, 
consensual work products

• Session specific roles

• Facilitated, instrumented & 
structured

Work%product%Work%

List%

Recording%
analysts%

Silent%gallery%

SMEs%

Facilitator%

Coach%

SMEs%
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GROUP DEVELOPED
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INTELLECTUALLY 
MANAGEABLE
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CONSENSUS
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FACILITATED
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STRUCTURED - DATA
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STRUCTURED - PROCESS
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STRUCTURED - EVENT
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SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS
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SPONSOR
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COACH & TEAM
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FACILITATOR
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GROUND RULES

Community Screen 

Single Group Conversation 

Stand Up, Move Around 
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SESSION WORK

Making Lists 

Analyzing 

Agile for Data 
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GATHER
• Agile values
• Agile principles
• Business ownership
• Assess current situation
• Case Study
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INDIVIDUALS & INTERACTION
PROCESS & TOOLS
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CUSTOMER COLLABORATION
CONTRACT NEGOTIATION
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AGILE PRINCIPLES
• Joint Agile Developed  (JAD) 

The most efficient and effective method of  
conveying information to and within a development  

team is face-to-face conversation* 

• Business Driven
Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer  

through early and continuous delivery of valuable software

• Sustainable Pace
Agile processes promote sustainable development.  
The sponsors, developers, and users should be able  

to maintain a constant pace indefinitely

22
*”Principles behind the Agile Manifesto”,  http://agilemanifesto.org/principles.html
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PEOPLE - PROCESS - TECHNOLOGY

BUSINESS OWNERSHIP
• Executive Sponsorship

• Subject Matter Experts

• Empowered to make decisions on behalf of Business 
Unit/Area

• Key business resource, go-to person

• NOT local tech guru
23
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24
Adapted, with permission, from original work by Advanced Strategies, Inc.

The way we actually build or do the 
thing we are studying.

Physical

Facts of Implementation

The only perspective that 
is initially visible/obvious

ANALYTIC FOCUS
HOW IT FIRST LOOKS
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ANALYTIC FOCUS
THE CHANGEABLE LAYER
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Physical

Logical

Adapted, with permission, from original work by Advanced Strategies, Inc.

The way we actually build or do the 
thing we are studying.

Optional guidance or rules that enhance 
or restrict the thing we are studying.

Facts of Policy

Facts of Implementation
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ANALYTIC FOCUS
THE DURABLE UNDERSTANDING

Logical

Adapted, with permission, from original work by Advanced Strategies, Inc.

The way we actually build or do the 
thing we are studying.

The bare minimum required to have 
one of whatever you are studying.

Optional guidance or rules that enhance 
or restrict the thing we are studying.

Essential

Physical

Facts of Life

Facts of Policy

Facts of Implementation
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ANALYTIC FOCUS
AN EXAMPLE

Logical

Adapted, with permission, from original work by Advanced Strategies, Inc.

“We only play baseball on regulation 
fields in official uniforms.”

“Without a ball, a bat and some 
players, you can’t play baseball.”

“We don’t allow aluminum bats.”
Essential

Physical

Facts of Life

Facts of Policy

Facts of Implementation
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Business 
Concept 

Bigger 

After 

Smaller 

Before 

ANALYTIC SCALING
LIFECYCLE AND GRANULARITY
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Job 

Career 

Retired 

Project 
Work 

Education 

ANALYTIC SCALING
AN EXAMPLE
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GATHER CASE STUDIES
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RETAIL INDUSTRY
• Mission: Enterprise Conceptual Data Model (ECDM)

• Executive commitment and resource availability

• Monthly sprints for three months

• Results: Enterprise Data Model published in fourth month

• Subject area effort consumed ECDM during month two

• Reduced planned project time aligned with new enterprise data strategy

• Fired up participants who initiated efforts for the next Agile JAD topics
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HEALTH INDUSTRY
• Mission: Claim definition & Data Model

• Executive “tolerance” and minimal resource availability

• Sporadic mini-sprints for three months

• Results: Effort cancelled after three months

• Against all odds, Claim definition was nearly completed

• Gathering the group ultimately failed as other initiatives demanded 
their attention 
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EVOLVE
• Agile values
• Agile principles
• Codify future
• Verify past
• Define bridge
• Case Study
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WORKING DATA
COMPREHENSIVE DOCUMENTATION

THING

is 
related 

to

On February 11-13, 2001, at The Lodge at Snowbird ski resort in the Wasatch mountains of Utah, seventeen people met to talk, ski, relax, and try to find common groundand of course, to eat. What emerged was the Agile Software Development Manifesto. Representatives from 
Extreme Programming, SCRUM, DSDM, Adaptive Software Development, Crystal, Feature-Driven Development, Pragmatic Programming, and others sympathetic to the need for an alternative to documentation driven, heavyweight software development processes convened.Now, a 
bigger gathering of organizational anarchists would be hard to find, so what emerged from this meeting was symbolica Manifesto for Agile Software Developmentsigned by all participants. The only concern with the term agile came from Martin Fowler (a Brit for those who dont know 
him) who allowed that most Americans didnt know how to pronounce the word agile.Alistair Cockburns initial concerns reflected the early thoughts of many participants. "I personally didn't expect that this particular group of agilites to ever agree on anything substantive." But his 

post-meeting feelings were also shared, "Speaking for myself, I am delighted by the final phrasing [of the Manifesto]. I was surprised that the others appeared equally delighted by the final phrasing. So we did agree on something substantive."
Naming ourselves "The Agile Alliance," this group of independent thinkers about software development, and sometimes competitors to each other, agreed on the Manifesto for Agile Software Development displayed on the title page of this web site.

But while the Manifesto provides some specific ideas, there is a deeper theme that drives many, but not all, to be sure, members of the alliance. At the close of the two-day meeting, Bob Martin joked that he was about to make a "mushy" statement. But while tinged with humor, few 
disagreed with Bobs sentimentsthat we all felt privileged to work with a group of people who held a set of compatible values, a set of values based on trust and respect for each other and promoting organizational models based on people, collaboration, and building the types of 

organizational communities in which we would want to work. At the core, I believe Agile Methodologists are really about "mushy" stuffabout delivering good products to customers by operating in an environment that does more than talk about "people as our most important asset" 
but actually "acts" as if people were the most important, and lose the word "asset". So in the final analysis, the meteoric rise of interest inand sometimes tremendous criticism ofAgile Methodologies is about the mushy stuff of values and culture.

For example, I think that ultimately, Extreme Programming has mushroomed in use and interest, not because of pair-programming or refactoring, but because, taken as a whole, the practices define a developer community freed from the baggage of Dilbertesque corporations. Kent 
Beck tells the story of an early job in which he estimated a programming effort of six weeks for two people. After his manager reassigned the other programmer at the beginning of the project, he completed the project in twelve weeksand felt terrible about himself! The bossof 

courseharangued Kent about how slow he was throughout the second six weeks. Kent, somewhat despondent because he was such a "failure" as a programmer, finally realized that his original estimate of 6 weeks was extremely accuratefor 2 peopleand that his "failure" was really the 
managers failure , indeed, the failure of the standard "fixed" process mindset that so frequently plagues our industry.

This type of situation goes on every daymarketing, or management, or external customers, internal customers, and, yes, even developersdont want to make hard trade-off decisions, so they impose irrational demands through the imposition of corporate power structures. This isnt 
merely a software development problem, it runs throughout Dilbertesque organizations.In order to succeed in the new economy, to move aggressively into the era of e-business, e-commerce, and the web, companies have to rid themselves of their Dilbert manifestations of make-work 
and arcane policies. This freedom from the inanities of corporate life attracts proponents of Agile Methodologies, and scares the begeebers (you cant use the word shit in a professional paper) out of traditionalists. Quite frankly, the Agile approaches scare corporate bureaucrats at least 

those that are happy pushing process for process sake versus trying to do the best for the "customer" and deliver something timely and tangible and "as promised"because they run out of places to hide.
The Agile movement is not anti-methodology, in fact, many of us want to restore credibility to the word methodology. We want to restore a balance. We embrace modeling, but not in order to file some diagram in a dusty corporate repository. We embrace documentation, but not 

hundreds of pages of never-maintained and rarely-used tomes. We plan, but recognize the limits of planning in a turbulent environment. Those who would brand proponents of XP or SCRUM or any of the other Agile Methodologies as "hackers" are ignorant of both the methodologies 
and the original definition of the term hacker.The meeting at Snowbird was incubated at an earlier get together of Extreme Programming proponents, and a few "outsiders," organized by Kent Beck at the Rogue River Lodge in Oregon in the spring of 2000. At the Rogue River meeting 
attendees voiced support for a variety of "Light" methodologies, but nothing formal occurred. During 2000 a number of articles were written that referenced the category of "Light" or "Lightweight" processes. A number these articles referred to "Light methodologies, such as Extreme 

Programming, Adaptive Software Development, Crystal, and SCRUM". In conversations, no one really liked the moniker "Light", but it seemed to stick for the time being.
In September 2000, Bob Martin from Object Mentor in Chicago, started the next meeting ball rolling with an email; "I'd like to convene a small (two day) conference in the January to February 2001 timeframe here in Chicago. The purpose of this conference is to get all the lightweight 
method leaders in one room. All of you are invited; and I'd be interested to know who else I should approach." Bob set up a Wiki site and the discussions raged.Early on, Alistair Cockburn weighed in with an epistle that identified the general disgruntlement with the word Light: "I don't 

mind the methodology being called light in weight, but I'm not sure I want to be referred to as a lightweight attending a lightweight methodologists meeting. It somehow sounds like a bunch of skinny, feebleminded lightweight people trying to remember what day it is."
The fiercest debate was over location! There was serious concern about Chicago in wintertimecold and nothing fun to do; Snowbird, Utahcold, but fun things to do, at least for those who ski on their heads like Martin Fowler tried on day one; and Anguilla in the Caribbeanwarm and 

fun, but time consuming to get to. In the end, Snowbird and skiing won out; however, a few peoplelike Ron Jeffrieswant a warmer place next time.
We hope that our work together as the Agile Alliance helps others in our profession to think about software development, methodologies, and organizations, in new more agile  ways. If so, weve accomplished our goals.Mike Beedle is the founder and CEO of e-Architects Inc., a 

consulting company that specializes in application development using distributed objects and Internet technologies. Despite Mike's business demands, he has remained billing as an on-the-trenches consultant where he applies Scrum and XP together through XBreed. Mike was 
privileged to be an early adopter of the Scrum method, and has introduced Scrum to 7 organizations since the mid-90's. Mike's specialty is to coach companies in the creation of large scale reusable architectures involving many application teams. His record so far is 17 applications 

reusing the same components such as: workflows, visual components, transactions, business objects and architectural services. Mike has published in several areas including object technology, patterns, components, frameworks, software development, programming languages, reusability, 
workflow, BPR, and Physics. He has co-organized several workshops on objects, patterns, components, and software development through the last decade. He is co-author of Scrum, Agile Software Development with Ken Schwaber (Prentice Hall, fall 2001), a provocative book that 

assumes software development is more like new product development than the manufacturing-like processes that the software industry has used for the last 20 years.
Arie van Bennekum has been actively involved in DSDM and the DSDM Consortium since 1997. Before that he had been working with Rapid Application Development. His passion for agile methods is based on delivering to customers what they really need in a way that really suits 
end- users and business. Because facilitated sessions are very important within the DSDM method and his passion for group processes and human behaviour, he is very often involved in projects as facilitator and coach. At this moment in time he is a member of the board of DSDM 

Consortium Benelux and accredited as a DSDM- practitioner, DSDM-trainer, DSDM Consultant and IAF Certified Professional Facilitator (CPF).
Alistair Cockburn, founder of Humans and Technology, is known for his extensive interviews of project teams. These interviews, together with his active participation on live projects, form the basis for his methodology designs: light but sufficient, and self-evolving. Alistair's work in the 
1990s grew into the Crystal family of agile methodologies. Alistair and Jim Highsmith are now working together to evolve Crystal and the Adaptive ideas into recommendations for creating agile software development ecosystems, the meeting of generic methodology with a project 

team's specific situation. Alistair and Jim are co-sponsoring the Agile Software Development book series to publish techniques for personal growth and examples of agile methodologies that have been used successfully.Ward Cunningham is a founder of Cunningham & Cunningham, 
Inc. He has also served as Director of R&D at Wyatt Software and as Principle Engineer in the Tektronix Computer Research Laboratory before that. Ward is well known for his contributions to the developing practice of object-oriented programming, the variation called Extreme 

Programming, and the communities hosted by his WikiWikiWeb. He is active with the Hillside Group and has served as program chair of the Pattern Languages of Programs conference which it sponsors. Ward created the CRC design method which helps teams find core objects for 
their programs. Ward has written for PLoP, JOOP and OOPSLA on Patterns, Objects, CRC and related topics.

Martin Fowler is the Chief Scientist for Thoughtworks, an application development and consulting company. He's been involved for over a decade in using object-oriented techniques for information systems. Although his primary interest has been in software design he's never been 
able to avoid software process and has been interested in approaches that allow methodology to fit people rather than the other way around. He's the author of Analysis Patterns, UML Distilled, Refactoring, and Planning Extreme Programming.

Jim Highsmith is the primary developer of the "Adaptive Software Development" Agile Method and author of a book by the same name. He has spoken (or scheduled to speak) about Adaptive Development and other Agile Methods at conferences such as OOPSLA, Cutter Summit, 
SD 2001, XP2001 & Flexible Processes, Project World, and XP Universe. Jim co-authored, with Martin Fowler, "The Agile Manifesto" article in the August 2001 issue of "Software Development" magazine and has several additional "Agile" articles in the works. Jim and Alistair Cockburn 

are working to combine ASD and Crystal methods and they are also co-editors of a new Addison-Wesley book series on Agile Software Development. Jim is working on a book on all the Agile Methods to be published in 2002.Andrew Hunt is a partner in The Pragmatic 
Programmers, and co-author of the best-selling book The Pragmatic Programmer: From Journeyman to Master, the new Programming Ruby, and various articles. Between writing, speaking engagements, woodworking and playing the piano, Andy finds time for his consulting business 

specializing in agile software development. Andy has been writing software professionally since the early 80's across diverse industries such as telecommunications, banking, financial services, utilities, medical imaging, graphic arts, and Internet services. Andy is based in Raleigh NC and, 
with co-author Dave Thomas, is known for bringing method-independent, pragmatic best practices to software development projects throughout the U.S. He is President of the RTP chapter of the Independent Computer Consultant's Association and a member of the ACM and IEEE.

Ron Jeffries is the proprietor of XProgramming.com, a consultant with Object Mentor, and the author (with Ann Anderson and Chet Hendrickson) of Extreme Programming Installed. Ron was the first Extreme Programming coach, and is a prolific contributor to the XP-related Internet 
groups, and a frequent speaker at software conferences.

Jon Kern is passionate about helping clients succeed in delivering business value through software development efforts. His varied career has spanned jet engine R&D through centrifuge-based flight simulators, to being an object-oriented evangelist through the 90s beginning with C+
+ and moving to Java. He first published his lightweight iterative development methodology in (strangely enough) developers guides for Lotus Notes 4.5 and 5.0. He was motivated heavily by his friend Peter Coad's mantra to deliver "frequent, tangible, working results." He put his 

techniques to work on DoD projects, and then at his own company (Lightship, Inc.). In 1999, he joined Peter Coad for the start up of TogetherSoft, where he created the professional mentor group, and guided product development. Jon was a co-author of Java Design, and worked with 
Peter and Jeff De Luca (the primary contributor to FDD) to help shape the chapter on Feature-Driven Development (FDD) in Java Modeling in Color with UML. Jon constantly seeks better ways for teams to accomplish their goals, from a technology perspective and from a process 
and methodology perspective. In Jon's words, Pragmatic MDA via Compuware's OptimalJ (http://www.optimalj.com) represents an exciting, revolutionary advancement in having an environment that promotes best practices, solid architecture, agile development, quality by design (not 

accident), and laser-like focus on delivering business value through strategic use of IT resources. You can find Jon blogging at http://blogs.compuware.com/cs/blogs/jkern/
Brian Marick is a programmer and software testing consultant. He came to Snowbird as a representative of a part of the software testing community that's been developing a testing style emphasizing exploration, lessened reliance on documentation, increased acceptance of change, 

and the notion that a project is an ongoing conversation about quality. He is beginning an exploration of what "Agile Testing" might mean, and how it fits in with Agile Development, in the Agile Testing section of his web page.
Robert C. Martin has been a software professional since 1970. He is president and founder of Object Mentor Inc. a firm of highly experienced consultants who offer XP and agile process consulting, software design consulting, training, and development services to major corporations 
around the world. In 1995 he authored the best-selling book: Designing Object Oriented C++ Applications using the Booch Method, published by Prentice Hall. In 1997 he was chief editor of the book: Pattern Languages of Program Design 3, published by Addison Wesley. In 1999 he 

was the editor of "More C++ Gems" published by Cambridge Press. He is co-author of "XP in Practice", James Newkirk, and Robert C. Martin, Addision Wesley, 2001. He is currently working on "Principles, Patterns, and Practices of Agile Software Development" to be published by 
Prentice Hall in 2002. From 1996 to 1999 he was the editor-in-chief of the C++ Report. He has published dozens of articles in various trade journals, and is a regular speaker at international conferences and trade shows.

Ken Schwaber is president of Advanced Development Methods (ADM), a company dedicated to improving the software development practice. He is an experienced software developer, product manager, and industry consultant. Schwaber initiated the process management product 
revolution of the early 1990's and also worked with Jeff Sutherland to formulate the initial versions of the Scrum development process. Over the last five years he has formalized Scrum, helped many organizations successfully deploy products and systems using Scrum, and co-authored 

Scrum, Agile Software Development with Mike Beedle (Prentice Hall, fall 2001).
Jeff Sutherland is Chief Technology Officer of PatientKeeper, an MIT based startup providing mobile/wireless applications to clinicians. He has been CTO or VP of Engineering in nine software technology companies and introduced improved agile development processes to each of 
them. His work on reusable business object components through the Object Management Group and the OOPSLA Business Object Workshop during the last decade has led to new database products, software development environments, CASE/OOAD tools,as well as vertical 
applications in multiple industries. As founder and VP of Engineering at Individual Inc. he launched personal NewsPage. As the former Senior VP of Engineering and CTO of IDX Systems, he developed new Internet applications for healthcare. His work on large component-based 

software projects has led to innovations in banking, insurance, library systems, aerospace, airline and aircraft leasing, nuclear engineering, and robotics. As an inventor of the SCRUM development process, his experience in organizational development has repeatedly enabled high-octane 
development teams to deliver world-class software products. Learn more about Jeff.

Dave Thomas believes that the heart of a project is not the methodology but the people. Members of the team need to be technically competent, motivated, and aligned. This focus on the individual was one of the reasons he co-authored The Pragmatic Programmer. But the 
technical side is not enough. Each team member must also be involved: involved in their work, involved in their team, and involved in their organization. Dave and Andy are now working on ways to help individuals make the transition to Agile methodologies.

*
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RESPONDING TO CHANGE
FOLLOWING PLAN

Decision Framework
35
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AGILE PRINCIPLES
• Motivation + Environment 

Build projects around motivated individuals.  
Give them the environment and support they need,  

and trust them to get the job done* 

• Patterns, Simplicity
Simplicity--the art of maximizing the amount  

of work not done--is essential

• Continuous Improvement
At regular intervals, the team reflects on how  

to become more effective, then tunes and adjusts  
its behavior accordingly

36
*”Principles behind the Agile Manifesto”,  http://agilemanifesto.org/principles.html
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PEOPLE - PROCESS - TECHNOLOGY

CODIFY FUTURE
• Motivation = Trust + Empowerment

• Sustainable Patterns

• Future proof; support strategy over operations

• Remain technology agnostic (for now…)

• Start/continue your Product Backlog
37
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FIVE DOMAINS FOR ANALYSIS

38

When 

Who 

Where 

What 

How 

What  are 
the things 

and ideas we 
care about? 

How does stuff 
happen? 

When does it happen 
and what starts and 

stops it? 

Who supplies, 
receives or is 

involved in what 
we are 

studying? 

Where does it all happen? 
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…FOR INFORMATION 
ANALYSIS

39

Event 

People 

Location 

Data 

Process 

What Data do 
we need to 

understand and 
document this? 

What data 
supports, enables 
and documents 
this Process? 

What data identifies 
the lifecycle of 

Events, its triggers 
and statuses? 

What do we need to 
know about the 

People and 
Organizations 
involved, their 

perspectives, bias 
and basic 

understandings? 

How will Locations affect our analysis? 
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… FOR ARCHITECTURE

40

Event 

People 

Location 

Data 

Process 

Context 

What 
Processes 
act on the 
Data? What 
do they need 

to begin? 
What do they 

produce at 
the end? 

What Events trigger 
the Processes that 

act on the Data? 
How do we know 

what state the 
Process is in? 

How will the 
People and 

Locations affect 
our analysis? 
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…FOR ENGINEERING

41

People 

Location 
Context 

Data flow 
diagramming Event 

Modeling 

Other 
models,  

as needed 

Data 
modeling 
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CODIFY (& CREATE) FUTURE
• Focus on To-Be state analysis

• System/technology-independent perspective

• Embed "What if..." scenarios

• Unless you are a one-person shop, write it down!

• (If it isn’t written down, it never happened…)
42
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VERIFY (& SILENCE) PAST
• Current state reflection

• Don’t build a future that breaks the past…

• Save to your Product Backlog 

• Current or future gaps

• Once it is in the Product Backlog, move on
43
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EVOLVE CASE STUDIES

44
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GOV’T AGENCY
• Mission: Re-architect information infrastructure

• Executive support, dedicated funding, dedicated resources

• Bi-weekly sprint cadence over two 6-9 month cycles

• Results: Enterprise information framework re-architected

• Two divisions merged as a result of early JAD Sprints

• Divisional applications based on new architecture rolled out

• New agency commissioner pulled the plug abandoning the effort

45
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GOV’T AGENCY
• Mission: Integrate Agile Data Architecture approach in MIS Bureau

• Executive support, dedicated funding, dedicated resources

• Department by department approach

• Results: Well established across agency

• Multiple efforts successfully completed

• Not all efforts use Agile Data approach, it is applied sparingly

46
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CONSUME
• Agile values
• Agile principles
• Select subject area/domain
• Consume for reuse, refine & redeploy
• Consume for COTS/Cloud solutions
• Consume for institutional knowledge alignment
• Case study
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AGILE VALUES - ALL

• Individuals and interaction over process and tools

• Working data over comprehensive documentation

• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

• Responding to change over following a plan

48
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AGILE PRINCIPLES

• Continuous Delivery 
Deliver working software frequently, from a  

couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a  
preference to the shorter timescale* 

• Working Data = Measure
Working software is the primary measure of progress

• Welcoming Change
Welcome changing requirements, even late in  

development. Agile processes harness change for  
the customer's competitive advantage

49
*”Principles behind the Agile Manifesto”,  http://agilemanifesto.org/principles.html
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PEOPLE - PROCESS - TECHNOLOGY
BUSINESS IMPACT

• Select impact strategy/domain/discipline, etc.

• Market updated models and metadata

• Measure artifact use, get feedback and adjust

• Welcome change, you’ll get invited back

• Engage Business, engage IT - show up with models
50
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BUILD - BUY - CLOUD
• Information Model

• Table of Contents

• Data Dictionary

• Agreed upon Meaning and Structure (how WE think of this)

• Concordance (Where Used) Model

• Data Context - what touches/integrates with what?
51
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INSTITUTIONAL KNOWLEDGE
• Business process/activity

• How data is created, read, updated, deleted

• Data in motion, data at rest

• Why does it move, where is it stored

• Data integration

• Where does it move, when is it needed
52
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BUSINESS PREDICTIVE
• Event analysis

• What triggers change

• Key business state transitions

• What states can the data be in

• Exception (Business) Intelligence

• When and how should, or did, it change
53
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CONSUME CASE STUDIES
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CHEMICAL INDUSTRY    .
• Mission: Emergency plant notification system

• Management support, stalled multi-year effort, restarted

• Business focused JAD without big budget, tech-driven video & fiber to 
desktop, etc. ‘requirements'

• Three requirements remained:

• What happened? Where did it happen? Who should head to the scene?

• Results: Text-based solution in production in two months, staff cost only

• Still in production 12+ years and counting
55
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FINANCIAL INDUSTRY   .
• Mission: Establish Enterprise Data Model 

• Upper management support, contract data architects

• Primarily driven as an IT effort, managers’ bonuses tied to tactical 
solution delivery

• Results: Resources redirected to tactical initiative

• Enterprise effort abandoned

• Contract data architects left to pursue other opportunities
56
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AGILE DA CONTEXT

• Agile Manifesto in Data Architecture Context

• Agile values

• Agile principles

• JAD sprint pre-zero

• JAD - singular work effort 

• Agile - parallel work efforts
57
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AGILE DA SESSION

• Gather

• Focus on Facts of Life, prepare for change

• Evolve

• Focus on perspectives, model the future, bridge to the past

• Consume

• Drive business impact, with your Agile Data Architecture!
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QUESTIONS?
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Mark Ouska, CDMP
Enterprise Data Architect

Mark@AgileDataArchitect.com
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